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HELPING YOU
REALISE YOUR
VISION
In order to realise a vision of service
excellence and optimal profitability
for your hotels, restaurants and any
tourism operation, your venture
needs optimum customer service
delivered by well trained and highly
motivated staff members.
Sound Future Initiative's (SFI)
innovative skills transfer products
focus on improving service delivery
in the hospitality sector by
empowering staff through education
and training.
We do this by harnessing innovation
and creative learning ecosystems for
optimal skills transfer within African
contexts to a standard of excellence.

‘We strive for excellence and quality
training at scale for measurable optimal
There are first class casinos, hotels

return on investment for your training

and hospitality products in South

budget spend.

Africa, but as with a car, it’ll only be

We do this through:

as good as the driver. SFI’s innovative
training products and passionate
team members strive to provide the
best drivers in the hospitality sector
whether they are cleaners or general
managers.

and affordable cost using a blended
and supportive learning model.
We use digital tools such as Apps,
Virtual Reality simulations, elearning with assessment solutions

CAPACITATE, ENGAGE
&EMPOWER
‘

Blended tutoring’ delivered at scale

and video learning.
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WHAT WE DO
We focus on empowering
communities through education and
skills training by harnessing innovation
and creating learning ecosystems for
optimal skills transfer within African
contexts with severe socio-economic
constraints.
The break from poverty’s grip
becomes believable when we see the
next generation having access to
quality contextual education.
The stakes are high. Too limited
opportunities for too many young
people results in dramatically lower
life prospects for them and a worse
quality of life for all of us.
For a high percentage of the hospitality
workforce English is at best a second

THE PROBLEM
WITH SKILLS
CAPACITY AND
TRANSFER IN
AFRICA

and often a third language. Many
struggle to understand training
concepts presented in English.
This is often compounded by education
and skills gaps and low-literacy levels.
This means that skills actuation
becomes a problem.
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CAPACITATE |ENGAGE | EMPOWER

THE PROBLEM WE
FACE
EXPERT IDEAS ON WHERE TO FINALLY GET YOUR OWN HOME

Lack of mothertongue instructional
support

Low literacy in the
language of training
instruction (English)

Low mathematical
literacy without
bridging instruction

High cost of skills
transfer interventions
at scale

Lack of multi-media
access or
affordability of data

Lack of access to
mentors and coaches

Lack of practical
exposure to best
practice solutions

Assessment or
certification
administration is an
admin nightmare
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Generic skills offered
when specialised
contexts apply
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WE HAVE THE
SOLUTION

‘The key secret is an in-app audio
support function in mother tongue and
explanations in vernacular language
that can easily be understood. This

It is an App that can be deployed to

enables independent learning and at

any smart or feature phone.

learners own pace, anywhere, anytime,

Micro-lessons.

through multi-media micro lessons.

Low-data sound clips explaining
concepts in colloquial mother-

The learning programme is delivered in

tongue.

a holistic learning ‘eco-system’

Support by mentors.

supported by structured coaching,

Real-time metrics for use

mentoring and peer learning groups.

In App assessment and promotion
of active learning

This allows students to progress to new
levels of learning as soon as they
demonstrate mastery of a topic, rather

THE NEW FACE OF
LEARNING

than moving forward based on the
number of hours spent in a classroom.
Faster results mean better learner
retention.

‘Blended tutoring’ delivered at scale
and affordable cost using a blended

Add to this a flexible coaching and

and supportive learning model.

mentoring program that is accessible 24
hours, 7 days a week, 365 days a year,

We use digital tools such as:

and you enable customized pathways to

Apps, Virtual Reality simulations, e-

achievement, rapid skills transfer and

learning with assessment solutions

linkages to opportunities.

and video learning

ADVANTAGES

All learning can be customised and
presented via multiple

Our App supports the underpinning of

communication channel options to

all the basic skills needed for tourism

ensure optimal data costs or access

and hospitality workers in English via

in poor connectivity locations.

an App, with micro lessons, instant

This enables independent learning

PDF downloads or access to demo

and at learners own pace, anywhere,

clips. The secret ‘ingredient’ is that

anytime, through multi-media micro

the English Micro lessons are

lessons.

‘explained’ via low data sound clips

The learning programme is delivered

in colloquial mother tongue to the

in a holistic learning ‘eco-system’

person completing the lesson.

supported by structured coaching,
mentoring and peer learning
groups.

THE NEW FACE OF
LEARNING

It easily replaces both formal ‘talkand-chalk’ as well as OJT
interventions without compromising
productivity, as the training takes

‘Lessons promote active learning
through simple guided chats
(delivered through cutting edge
chatbot scripts), interactive
reflective questioning and
promoted self-assessment
opportunities.
Learning is supported by access to
a subject matter coach or mentor
based at a VOIP central call centre.
The learner thus has dual support,
escalating to the training loop for
feedback on specific skills shortfall.
Immediate and in real time, not
waiting for a semi-annual
performance review.

place continuously through microlessons or can be customised for
delivery in marginal work times
such as pre-shift briefings.
This allows students to progress to
new levels of learning as soon as
they demonstrate mastery of a topic,
rather than moving forward based on
the number of hours spent in a
classroom.

No need to schedule training
rooms or arrange catering
and transport
No loss of productivity
Immediate workplace
practice

WHY US
"TECHNOLOGY WILL NEVER
REPLACE GREAT TEACHERS,
BUT TECHNOLOGY
IN THE HANDS
OF GREAT TEACHERS
IS TRANSFORMATIONAL"

Curricula, projects, programmes and
interventions delivered in South Africa
since 1994, have unintentionally
imposed a delivery system linked to
foreign languages and value systems
without analysing the local situation:
challenges around learning in a third

Through two decades of hands on

language or along assumed values

practice in skills transfer related to

that flow out of deep and often

occupational learning, we have

unconsciously-held assumptions about

learned that externally resourced

power, authority, leadership, the

skills transfer and education solutions

individual, the group, time, nature,

suffer cultural disconnect.

technology, gender roles and

Although education and skills have

sexuality.

been linked with outcomes-based
metrics that prioritize sustainability,

Experts at Sound Future Initiative have

the fact remains that skills transfer

collectively gathered three decades of

and educational interventions and

instructional design and facilitation

initiatives remain weak due to

practice at grassroots level with

language and cultural systems not

proven outcomes for success.

being addressed.

This means that we have learned how

This has caused very clear challenges

to create an ecosystem of learning and

in the way that education and training

skills development that blends

is delivered in Africa.

coaching, mentorship and technology

with proven outcomes for success.

optimally to enable sustainable access

This means that we have learned how

to learning, without compromising

to create an ecosystem of learning

human interactions at optimal ROI.

and skills development that blends

We have experience in multiple

coaching, mentorship and technology

sectors of education and skills building

optimally to enable sustainable
access to learning, without
compromising human interactions at
optimal ROI.

TARGET AREAS
In the hospitality sector
measurable performance is a
given. Most hotel groups operate
some form of mystery guest
system for direct performance
feedback to management. So
performance based results are
easily and readily available for
individuals. Along with the app
assessment matrix giving exact
real time performance
measurables. This gives the
opportunity to coach individuals
to better performance or select
for up-skilling to higher positions
aligned to the existing mystery
guest programmes or
performance management
systems.

A UNIQUE SOLUTION FOR AFRICA
The amazing blend and scope of the app means that all areas in South
Africa can be empowered at a low cost bringing confidence and pride
to staff and setting new standards of delivery within the hospitality
industry.
Because of the unique qualities of this app, training, up-skilling and
coaching become assessable to all in the hospitality sector regardless
of culture, gender or age, truly a breakthrough to the realisation of
lifelong learning.
We believe this will benefit the largest at-risk section of the population
to make the difference that is needed to improve quality of life
individually, in the community and nationally in the hospitality sector.

THE GOAL WITH THIS TRAINING MODEL
To provide the South African hospitality sector with a truly world class 5 star
staffing. To give the opportunity for every person working in this sector a
training mentor in their pocket.
We call our solution: “The pocket mentor!”
Our mission is thus to help raise the standard of excellence in South African
hospitality sector to the world’s best.

Skilled &
Motivated

STAFF

Increased

SERVICE
EXCELLENCE
Return Business

WILLING TO
SPEND MORE
MONEY ON
THEIR
EXPERIENCE
=
INCREASED
REVENUE AND
REFERRALS

COST MODEL AND SCALE PRICING OPTIONS
To provide the South African hospitality sector with a truly world class 5 star
staffing. To give the opportunity for every person working in this sector a
training mentor in their pocket.
We call our solution: “The pocket mentor!”
Our mission is thus to help raise the standard of excellence in South African
hospitality sector to the world’s best.

Scale Pricing Options for Generic Content and Courses
1-100 employees subscribed USD 115 per person per annum
101 - 1000 employees subscribed USD 74 per person per annum
1001 - 5000 employees subscribed USD 58 per person per annum
5001 - 10000 employees subscribed USD 36 per person per annum
10 001 - 18 000 employees subscribed USD 21 per person per annum
18 001 + employees subscribed USD 15 per person per annum

Generic Content Options
We provide two options for generic on-boarding:
Option 1 - Drip-wise inputs model that delivers the full bouquet of
skills required for hospitality employees in daily micro-lessons
using a 'lesson a day' format that can be accessed in under 15
minutes per day.
Option 2 - Skills subject model that deliver whole courses in a
series of micro lessons that can be timed and scheduled around
typical rosters and shifts
Either option is Infinitely scalable.

COST MODEL AND SCALE PRICING
We can also help you address specific skills gaps or roll-out a bespoke
system of training modules that will optimise ROI for your training budget by
tailoring the lesson content and context to your needs and objectives

Custom Designed Project Costing (Bespoke Content for
your Property)

Pilot Project Budget (IP, Data App Development, Infrastructure and 6 months
on-site Implementation Support for 1 property)
R&D Tech Solutions and App Development
Direct Project Implementation Expenses

USD 8 508.00
USD 24 484.00

Technology and communications infrastructure
Continuous learning community initiative launch and
6-month pilot
Help desk establishment launch and 6-month pilot
Implementation resources
Cluster workshops and roll-out support to
learning community
PR, Marketing and Communication Costs
Quality Assurance Monitoring and Evaluation

Indirect Administrative Costs
TOTAL Project Funding (Pilot + IP + Infrastructure
+ 24 months support)
Investment in pilot project assuming support of up to
100 employees at unit price per head

USD 3 632.00
USD 36 624.00

USD 366.24

Contact us to for a tailored solution for your country's budget

NEXT STEP
We would like to help you achieve optimal training objectives at an optimal
budget with minimal impact on productivity in order to deliver the best
possible return on investment.
We look forward to having a conversation with you at your earliest
convenience.

Reach your

Optimise your

TRAINING
OBJECTIVES
WITH MINIMAL
IMPACT ON
PRODUCTIVITY

TRAINING
BUDGET AND
ROI
GET BEE
POINTS

Contact details
INFO@SOUNDFUTURE.
ORG.ZA
+27 (0)81-525-8739
SOUNDFUTURE.ORG.ZA

